
Everyday 
brings 
about a new 
computer or 
new use for 
keyboards. 
Naturally, the 
larger the de
mand, the larger 
the number of 
companies trying 
to meet that de-
mand. Choosing the right supplier 
for your keyboard needs can be a 
hit or miss proposition. Unless you 
choose Fujitsu. 

Our rellablllty Is known and 
trust~ throughout the world, be
cause Fujitsu doesn't depend on 
what someone else thinks Is good 
enough. We manufacture every 
part of our keysWltches and 
keyboards. From key tops to con
tacts to the keyboard system. That 
makes for tight quallty control 
every step of the way. And that 
ma1<es for a more reliable 
keyboard. 

Fujitsu reliability also comes 
from experience. Fujitsu comput
ers are In use worldwide. We know 
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our keyboards 
will work for you 
because they work for us. Auto
mated production Insures a stan
dardized product. Fujitsu Insures 
that Ifs dependable. 

As far as service, Fujitsu consid
ers It a point of pride, as well as 
good business, to cater to your 
company's needs before, during 
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and after the 
sale. We custom 
build to flt your 

design needs for 
layout, keying, cod

ing and slant. Our 
warehouse Is stocked 
to supply your com
pany with samples. 
Large orders come di
rectly from the factory. 
And Fujitsu can match 
any source's lead time 
for processing and 
shipping. 
Fujitsu keyswltches 

and keyboards are available In 
mechanical, reed, hall effect and 
capacltant modes. Our flat, low
proflle keyboards give valuable 
tactile and audio response to 
touch that most membrane type 
keyboards don't. 

Considering everything we 
have to offer, Fujitsu could just be 
the key to your keyboard needs. 
Quality, reliability and service are 
part of our product. 

For more Information on our 
superior components, call or 
write us. 
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